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THE CITY INFLUENC 

• Foreward and 
Acknowledgment 
There are several questions that I have been repeatedly asked concerning the 
reason for this exhibition. Most often I have been asked, "Why call what seems to 
'obviously' be an abstract painting exhibition, The City Influence?" Amore fulfilling 
answer to this question will be discovered in acareful reading of the following texts. 
But for now I will respond simply that the title describes the artists as urban dwellers 
and makes reference to the content of their art. 
Asecond frequent question has been, "Why do the show here and now?" The 
here part is easy: Wright State's exhibition program has always been concerned with 
investigating changing ideas concerning aesthetics, and this show surely fits that 
mode. Likewise, many of the "visual quotations" that Bleckner, Halley, and Lasker 
employ-the look of Abstract Expressionism, Color Field Painting, and Hard Edge 
Abstraction-have been of long-standing interest to Daytonians because of earlier 
efforts by the Dayton Art Institute's curatorial staff. With this in mind, it seems fitting 
that The City Influence should be the first exhibition presented under this institution's 
new name-The Dayton Art Institute's Museum of Contemporary Art at Wright 
StateUniversity. 
The answer to the "Why now?" part of the question is a long story that must be 
condensed. Originally this exhibition was intended to open in 1989 as our very first 
exhibition in anewly expanded and renovated museum here at Wright State 
University; however, the expansion and renovation timetables went completely awry. 
While the exhibition is indeed the first in the new space, the year is now 1992. 
Therefore, the exhibition must be seen in adifferent context than when it was first 
conceived and proposed to the Ohio Arts Council and our museum's board. Between 
that time and now, the art world has changed drastically. This trio of artists, then 
considered the new kids on the block, have continued their work and today are 
making even more exciting and beautiful paintings. But they can no longer be thought 
of as newcomers to the art scene, since each now has many followers, interpreters, 
and, sadly, imitators. Bleckner. Halley, and Lasker are our new "Young Masters," and 
their medium, considered almost dead in the late 1980s, has since become very 
"hot." That's life, of course-1 wanted this exhibition to be both good as well as early 
to show the "new painting," but in truth it only ends up being just good. Enjoy! 
------
Pulling together an exhibition and catalogue of this scale is never easy, but I must 
admit that The City Influence "takes the cake" as far as challenges are concerned. 
Along with the usual hard work and the fact that the finished museum space is 
opening late, it should be noted that this museum also came very close to completely 
closing because of university budget cuts. 
Only because of the dedication and hard work of several individuals does the 
museum program still exist. These people need to be recognized and thanked not only 
by myself but by all Daytonians. At the top of the list is Robert Shiffler, aserious 
collector of contemporary art and amember of the boards of the Dayton Art Institute 
and the late WSU Museum of Contemporary Art. His hard work, reasonable approach, 
and belief in the community-wide benefits of merging the two programs are why the 
show is opening today. Also, the talented student staff with whom I have had the 
pleasure to work has continued to operate the museum since my departure. They 
deserve great respect and credit for all their efforts. Annette Rezek, now the museum's 
manager working for the DAI, Barbara Siwecki, and Jann Wallace have obviously 
learned a lot along the way and have now become true professionals. 
Also to be thanked are Theresa Almond and Connie Steele of Wright State's 
Department of University Publications for their work on this catalogue. My wife, 
Adrienne Saint-Pierre, also deserves thanks for her editing skills as well as for her 
patience and willingness to do tasks that, if not for this project, should have been my 
responsibility. 
Lastly, I must thank each of the artists for allowing this project to go forth despite 
the convoluted time frame, and all of the collectors and galleries that offered 
assistance and loaned works of art to make The City Influence areality. 
\=-=£ 
Barry A. Rosenberg 
Director, The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art 
Ridgefield, Connecticut 
(Former director. Museum of Contemporary Art at Wright State University) 
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• THE CITY INFLUENCE 
By Barry A. Rosenberg 
Unlike so much of the artwork that has been installed here at the Museum 
of Contemporary Art during my tenure as director, this exhibition might seem 
tame at first glance. The initial familiarity about this art comes from aclear and 
pleasant sense of its connectedness to earlier abstract modern art. These 
artists do not seem to be revolutionaries. Their paintings are paintings, created 
only with paint and canvas. These artists incorporate no hi-tech materials that 
might be used to date the work to the late 20th century, nor are 
interdisciplinary forms of communication employed. However, despite 
appearances, these three artists are on the cutting edge of the visual arts, 
leading an ongoing revolution aimed at redefining abstract art in terms 
appropriate to our time period. 
Ross Bleckner, Peter Halley, and Jonathan Lasker are Postmodernists. 
Consciously working with the historical baggage of the western art world's 
most revered discipline, their canvases really ''look like art," formidable in size, 
impressive in technical performance, and unquestionably handsome. Like 
most earlier abstract 20th-century artists have done, Bleckner, Halley, and 
Lasker make marks and define areas using hard edges and painterly brush 
strokes. Grids, gestural movements, and fields of intense or somber color are 
calculated to superficially reference their art to pre- and post-war abstraction. 
The look of Constructivism, Abstract Expressionism, Minimal Art, Geometric 
Abstraction, Color Field Painting, and even the short-lived Op Art are employed 
as away of guiding us into an entirely new dialogue. Their discourse concerns 
art-making after the collapse of modernism, human behavior today, and the 
"hipper" abstract world in which we now live. Bleckner, Halley, and Lasker are 
unquestionably revisionists whose work is helping to give visual form to 
Postmodern thinking. 
Unlike their Modernist predecessors, these three artists cannot accept the 
avant-garde's position that we live in arational and logical world where an 
idealized state can be achieved. This premise, bolstered by confidence that 
questions always have answers and that the world's salvation rests in answers 
that science and technology will bring, has always been at the root of the 
Abstract Art movement. But recent history has proven that there is a real down 
side to science and technology and, as past generations anticipated, real 
progress (the Modernists' pursuit) has been for the most part afailure. 
The artists in this exhibition all reside in New York City and are in their late 
thirties and early forties. They have seen the social idealism of the late 1960s 
completely dissipate in the 1980s because of acapitalist system better suited 
to supporting greedy materialism than helping the nation's most needy. They 
see their friends and fellow artists dying of AIDS in ever-increasing numbers 
and the train and subway stations swelling with the homeless. Just as the 
Soviet people's disillusionment with socialism ultimately collapsed the USSR, 
our own art world's disillusionment with the Modernist agenda has caused it to 
self-destruct; both these events have occurred within asimilar time frame­
about an average person's lifetime. 
The Postmodernists contend that we live in aclimate of artificiality and 
abstraction better adapted to the sale of products than to the improvement of 
our world. They see capitalist-driven commercialism attempting to form our 
aspirations, with profit motives its priority, and the underlying, insidious goal 
being to squeeze out uniqueness as "unproductive." "Art history," as such, 
seems to have ended and what remains are only themes and motifs. Today all 
past art-whether from the Golden Ages or recent past-seems "classical" 
and thus suited for imitation in new forms. Taco Bell has brought adobe 
architecture to New England and Midwestern main streets, while fashion 
magazines flaunt "Mondrian" dresses, "Jackson Pollock" blouses, and "Peter 
Halley"-like swimwear. Even children today know Donatello, Raphael, and 
Michelangelo as animated turtle characters, not artists. 
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Do we control or are we controlled by what we see? Does our reality induce images 
or is an image adesign that we use to map our reality? Does experience take aback 
seat to the reality of images (things), or can the experience of images inform the 
internalization of our reality? Is our real trivial, or do our representations of it 
trivialize it? 
Ross Bleckner 
From "Transcendent Anti-Fetishism," Blasted Allegories: An Anthology of Writings 
by Contemporary Artists 
During the early part of this century, Abstract Art (a by-product of the 
Modernist doctrine) attempted to stay on an ethereal plane above the 
superficial world of things by emptying itself of all visual worldly connections. 
The pre-war abstract artists aspired to making pure art, and this pursuit led to 
acontinued reductivism whereby even the merest echo of worldliness needed 
to be expunged. As mid-century approached, the Abstract Expressionists, 
having lived through the Great Depression and adevastating war, put the 
utopian ideas of the early Abstract painters to rest. For this renegade group­
as with their contemporaries, the Beat Generation of writers, poets and 
musicians-there was only the deep feeling of pain, loss, and alienation. Their 
search was for atruly new form of art-making, one capable of searching out 
universal emotions far beyond those depictable through direct representation. 
Unfortunately, the Important and honest work of the early generations of 
Abstract Expressionists soon dissolved into little more than an academic look, 
the infamous Tenth Street Touch, purely formalistic and void of spirit and 
message. Abstract art of the 1960s and 1970s continued this reductive, 
formalist trend and culminated in such minimalist art movements as Color 
Field, Hard Edge, and Op Art, movements that offer few connections to our 
world. Thus abstract painting as acontinuation of art nistory's Modernist 
movement had finally reduced itself to visual Muzak, analogous to the lifestyle 
encouraged by our modern technological society. 
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The artists in the exhibition The City Influence were early to see the 
shortcomings of only (art) historically driven abstraction and its champion 
Modernism. In response, these artists have sought to make their canvases 
function in away that abstract painting hadn't before, to break with the past in 
order to involve their work with current human conditions. Their aim has been 
to reflect their perception of our current existence. As Peter Halley states at the 
end of his essay "Abstract and Culture," "Abstract Art is simply the reality of 
the abstract world." 
1. These are paintings of prisons. cells. and walls. 
2. Here, the idealist square becomes the prison. Geometry is revealed as 
confinement. 
3. The cell is a reminder of the apartment house, the hospital bed, the school 
desk-the isolated endpoint of industrial structure. 
4. The paintings are acritique of idealist modernism. In the "color field" is placed a 
jail. The misty space of Rothko is walled up. 
5. Underground conduits connect the units. ''Vital fluids" flow in and out. 
6. The "stucco" texture is a reminiscence of motel ceilings. 
7. The Day-Gio paint is asignifier of "low budget mysticism." It is the afterglow of 
radiation. 
Peter Halley 
From ~Notes on the Paintings" (1982), Peter Halley: Collected Essays 1981-87 
Halley's calculated strategy of constructing apainting by investing plurality 
of meaning into all that is seen is equally important in Lasker's and Bleckner's 
work. Their canvases also intentionally blend concepts of art history with the 
representation of reality. Whereas Halley's canvases reference past forms of 
geometric abstraction and are more truthfully diagrams than compositions, 
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Lasker's canvases draw from color field painting and the gestural qualities of 
mid-century action painters. Before executing his large, animated-looking 
pieces, Lasker actually completes them in small "sketch" form, aprocess that 
he equates to industrial design. The abstract and fresh looking images on 
canvas are realistic representations of ideas already conceived and performed. 
In a1989 interview with Collins & Milazzo for a Lasker exhibition in Sweden 
called Cultural Promiscuity, the artist told the two contemporary art critics/ 
curators, "I think of myself as being avisual engineer to some degree. I take 
certain cultural elements and engineer them into acompound image." 
{Jonathan Lasker: Cultural Promiscuity, n.p.) 
Like Halley and Lasker. Bleckner displays an unabashed "pick and choose" 
attitude tr;Nard the appropriation of past art styles and structural devices. 
Because in recent years he has drawn from such wide-ranging sources as the 
peripheral abstract Op-Art of Bridget Riley to El Greco, acasual observer of 
Bleckner's art might suppose he has adouble identity, one as an abstract 
painter and another as arepresentationalist. Not true: Bleckner's work is 
consistent in content and appearance when considered in terms of a 
Postmodern understanding of reality, one where abstraction and the world 
about us have already merged. {Note that Halley's large gray Cinderblock 
Prison makes asimilar point.) Bleckner is amasterful painter/visual poet who 
figuratively and literally brings light to his work. The somber canvases are built 
up of layers of glazes and scumbling techniques. What Bleckner paints are 
memorials and tributes to who and what we have lost. His work explores 
aspects of death and loss-including the AIDS epidemic and loss of 
innocence-and seems to mourn for the death of our belief in what was only 
recently thought possible: autopian art and way of life. 
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In summary, avery important point that binds this trio of painters together 
is that these artists no longer believe we live in arational and progressive 
culture. Of equal significance is that even though the look of their paintings 
differ, they all demonstrate, for the most part, a common interpretation of art 
history. Their understanding of art history extends beyond content to the 
appreciation of well-crafted paintings. In the artwork of Bleckner, Halley, and 
Lasker nothing is missing, nothing not considered, but best of all there are no 
excesses either.Their paintings are directly stated, fascinating ideas, 
communicated extremely well. 
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• The Day of Two Noons Among the principal criticisms leveled against the merchants was the 
charge that their profit implied a mortgage on time, which was supposed to 
belong to God alone. For example, we have the following remarks of alector­
general of the Franciscan order in the fourteenth century concerning a 
disputed question: "Question: is amerchant entitled, in agiven type of 
business transaction, to demand agreater payment from one who cannot 
settle his account immediately than from one who can? The answer argued 
for is no, because in doing so he would be selling time and would be 
committing usury by selling what does not belong to him." 
• 

Ten years ago, in the early 1970s, Mercedes gave me afree trip across 
Germany. They were celebrating the 1DOth anniversary of Karl Benz's 
invention of the motorcar, or maybe the first car Benz made-it was abig 
celebration,at any rate. Ahuge cavalcade of antique cars set out from 
Bremerhaven in the North and trundled all the way down to Stuttgart in the 
South of Germany, where they now make VWs. These cars, because they 
were so slow, couldn't go on the autobahn, which is the only way I'd traveled 
when I'd been to Germany before.We traveled on all these side roads at 
about 30 miles an hour, so I had areally good look at the terrain. And 
suddenly I had this appalling glimpse-it suddenly struck me that if I had to 
put my finger on what the future was going to be like, it wasn't going to be 
like New York or Tokyo or Los Angeles or Rio de Janeiro. The future was 
going to be like asuburb of Dusseldorf; that is, one of those ultra-modern 
suburbs with the BMW and the boat in every drive, and the ideal sort of 
middle-management house and garden. Immaculate suites-not a cigarette 
end anywhere, with an immaculate modern school and ashopping precinct; a 
consumer-goods paradise with not aleaf out of place-even adrifting leaf 
looks as if it has too much freedom! Very strange and chilling-superficially 
what everybody is aspiring to all over the world: the suburbs of Nairobi or 
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Kyoto or probably Bangkok now. Everywhere-all over Africa and South 
America, if you visit, you see these suburbs springing up. They represent the 
optimum of what people want. There's a certain sort of logic leading towards 
these immaculate suburbs.And they're terrifying, because they are the death 




Before the seventeenth century there was no word for population. 
Administrative and fiscal documents survive from medieval and early modern 
times and allow historians to reconstruct past population figures, but no one at 
the time would have been interested in such calculations. 
• 

The reader may be pessimistic on yet another score. In this study no 
solution is put forward to the problems raised. Questions are asked, but not 
answered. I have indeed deliberately refrained from providing solutions. One 
reason is that the solutions would necessarily be theoretical and abstract, since 
they are nowhere apparent in existing facts. I do not say that no solutions will 
be found; I merely aver that in the present social situation there is not even a 
beginning of asolution, no breach in the system of technical necessity. Any 
solutions I might propose would be idealistic and fanciful. In asense, it would 
even be dishonest to suggest solutions: the reader might think them real rather 
than merely literary. 
• 

Anew and more rigorous pattern of life and of work discipline had begun 
to replace the seasonal rhythm of the agricultural cycle.At first many men and 
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women could (or would) not submit to the monotonous and severe discipline 
of the factory, preferring freedom and leisure to greater earnings. Past 
experience had taught them to view life as acontinuous, coherent whole, as an 
indivisible combination of labor and play, of effort and enjoyment; not as a 
rigorous dichotomy of work and nonwork. In America, as in England, it was 
"neither poverty nor disease but work itself which casts the blackest shadow 
over the years of the Industrial Revolution." 
• 

The availability and ease of avoidance in any setting seem to depend on a 
complex of conditions, including not only physical avenues of escape but also 
social ones created by such factors as the fluidity of social relationships, with 
individuals meeting and parting frequently on a routine basis; the dispersion of 
people, with individuals scattered across avariety of pursuits and locations 
and interacting with each other only part of the time; the atomization of people, 
with each person acting as an individual rather than as part of a larger 
corporate group whose interests are at stake in all social dealings; and 
material independence among people, with subsistence possible for all even in 
the face of separation and with few possessions held in common. 
• 

England's monarch transferred control to private companies, which then 
developed colonization schemes designed to produce commercial profit. Thus 
the leaders of the early English colonization efforts were chiefly businessmen 
with an eye on the balance sheet, not adventurers or political administrators 
with an eye on the flag. They brought to their task aquantitative outlook that 
was entirely appropriate for commercial enterprises but that had not yet been 
extended to the political and social realms. More than half acentury before 
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William Petty invented "political arithmetic"-that wedding of vulgar 
calculation and public policy-the Virginia Company of London was busy 
collecting censuses and totting up ship lists of emigrants, because in their 
enterprise people had been reduced to commodities. 
• 

Another thing we could do was live for sensation, as the hipsters and the 
teds had, but we could do it deliberately, live for sex rather than love, for speed 
rather than safety, for kicks. It is my experience that a large number of teen­
agers became then, and remain, incapable of thinking more than half an hour 
ahead.Things like promises and responsible undertakings, honor, indeed, and 
principles at all, are, of course, impossible in minds so conditioned. Clearly, in 
away of life devoted to the sensation of the moment, drugs were of 
considerable use and began to be used. That they may be addictive or lethal 
was comparatively irrelevant, because such dangers belonged to the future, 
and the future was, to say the least of it, not asafe bet, too improbable to be 
taken seriously into account. Domesticity became regarded as rather wistfully 
old-fashioned and, like the world, temporary. 
• 

Around 1870, if atraveler from Washington to San Francisco set his watch 
in every town he passed through, he would set it over two hundred times. The 
railroads attempted to deal with this problem by using aseparate time for each 
region. Thus cities along the Pennsylvania Railroad were put on Philadelphia 
time, which ran five minutes behind New York time. However, in 1870 there 
were still about 80 different railroad times in the United States alone. The day 
the railroads imposed a uniform time, November 18, 1883, was called "the day 
of two noons," because at mid-day clocks had to be set back in the eastern 
part of each zone-one last necessary disruption to enable the railroads to end 
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the confusion that had so complicated their functioning and cut into their 
profits. In 1884 representatives of twenty-five countries that convened at the 
Prime Meridian Conference in Washington proposed to establish Greenwich 
as the zero meridian, determined the exact length of the day, divided the earth 
into twenty-four time zones one hour apart, and fixed aprecise beginning of 




Even within the home, dispersion is usual. Most houses in Hampton are 
large enough to permit spatial separation, and the town's residents exploit 
this. (In Hampton an average of 3 persons per household share an average of 
7 rooms per residence; while space in the average working-class home 
appears somewhat tighter than in the average middle-class home, there are 
many individual exceptions and the average differences are not great.) Private 
bedrooms for each child are the ideal, for instance, and people will move to 
new homes or build additions to their present ones in order to arrange it. 
Much time in the home is spent in these enclaves,away from other relatives. 
Beyond this, it is common for there to be so many communal rooms that 
people tend to spread themselves out among them. Akitchen, dining room, 
living room, den or recreation room, one or more porches, and two or more 
bathrooms, are all typical. 
• 

The cool element is also reinforced by drugs which produce an even 
greater inviolability. Alex Trocchi once told me he first took heroin for the 
sense of inviolability it gave him. If the cool hipster is severed from 
identificatory processes and thus from other people's pleasure and pain, he is 
nevertheless an athlete of time. Cool jazz musicians swing more than hot jazz 
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musicians, because cool jazz musicians, their tone clear of vibrato, unburdened 
by any emotional nuance which may prolong their note unnecessarily, are more 
mobile around the beat, which is, of course, ameasurement in time, and can 
swing better because of their temporal skill. The same principle applies to 
Cassius Clay and the Harlem Globetrotters. But this in itself is an enslavement, 
an enslavement to action and time,an overawareness of the clock. Drugs, all 
drugs, even aspirin, will sever this. No ~ser is punctual. All users understand 




In the Hofburg in Vienna, the favorite Hapsburg palace for six hundred 
years, he allowed no electric lights, and kerosene lamps provided illumination. 
He shunned the use of typewriters and automobiles and refused to install 
telephones. The telephone in particular was incompatible with the aristocratic 
principle that certain persons, by virtue of their position in society-generally 
propinquity to the monarch-have special importance. Telephones break down 
barriers of distance-horizontally across the face of the land and vertically 
across social strata. They make all places equidistant from the seat of power 
and hence of equal value. The elaborate protocol of introductions, calling cards, 
invitations, and appointments is obviated by their instantaneity; and the 
protective functions of doors, waiting rooms, servants, and guards is 
eliminated by the piercing of their intrusive ring.Telephones penetrate and thus 
profane all places; hence there are none in churches. The ancient frontiers of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire (an empire that abounded in both horizontal and 
vertical frontiers) were incompatible with the universality, the irreverence, and 
the pugnacity of the telephone. 
0~~ 
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